Faculty Personnel Policies Council 2003-4
Minutes of Meeting 2 - 9/19/03

Present: Janousek (Chair), Chung, Cohn, Decyk, Hartung, Johnson, Kellogg, Moore-Steward, Sievers, Torabzadeh, Wiley

Excused: Fata, Leung

Approval of the agenda – MSP
Approval of the minutes – MSP

Announcements:

Cohn- following up on CSM with respect to screening students for pre-requisites
           The computer program can screen for pre-requisites, but if the pre-requisites were 
           not specific, then they probably were not entered.  The problem-solving may have 
           to be done on a department-by-department basis.  Cohn will talk with Dot Goldish
           about what can be done.

The student evaluation subcommittee report – the committee will meet with Wayne Dick 
           About the College of Education’s experience using the IDEA form
The chairs subcommittee report – the Deans’ report is not quite done yet.
	Dean Parra will be glad to come to talk with the FPPC.

RTP subcommittee formed: Torabzadeh (Chair), Cohn, Wiley
(1) RTP is already linked to the goals of the departments, but RTP can be utilized
           better to make decisions about a department’s program development
(2) Have conversations with colleges about ideas and best practices
          (a) For example, the College of Liberal Arts developed a list of definitions of what 
               counts for RTP.  We may find other good practices in the other colleges as well.
          (b) include probationary faculty in these college discussions
          (c) plan: (1) to gather best practices 
                         (2) to gather suggestions for improvement of RTP
         (d) letter to the colleges
	asking for feedback on RTP

asking for suggestions to improve RTP
asking if they have best practices to share
asking to have conversations with the FPPC’s RTP Subcommittee
reminding colleges to review their RTP document, if they haven’t done so already.
(3) Add items about the use of technology to the RTP document
	Might look at whether the IDEA form has added questions about technology 

      and if so, what they are.
	look at Chico’s RTP policy

Wiley  – will ask Christa Copp for background information



The classroom civility subcommittee report: 
(1) The catalog description is mostly about violence and discrimination –
             One suggestion is to expand the catalog description to include civility
             Question:  who writes the catalog description?
(2) The construction of a webpage; information for faculty handbook?
              Range of behaviors from disruption of learning to threatened violence
              Have information about good strategies to deal with behavior at the various 
                   Levels
                   Strategies - 
                   Pathways & procedures
                   resources
(3) Co-ordination with other parties
              Staff Council
              Students; Student Services
              President’s Commission on the Status of Women
              Campus Climate Committee
              Ombuds – Elizabeth Novack
              Senate Executive Committee
(4) Reminder that FPPC’s job is policy making

Questions about Year Round Operations (YRO)
             Transitional period  
 Pay ratio – issues for 12 mo. Chairs
             RPP is meeting year round now
            
Respectfully submitted,
Betsy Decyk

These minutes have been approved.

